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Motivating Issues
• Gap between systems and software
engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambiguous, incomplete requirements
Poor communication of assumptions
Hierarchical view struggles with highly coupled designs
Largely informal and ad hoc
Inconsistently applied
Mainly static views of the system

• Difficulty producing quality software for
complex systems
•
•
•
•

Failures and near misses
Systems engineering weaknesses
Late deliveries
Poor cost estimates

• Limitations and flaws in mission operations
model
•
•
•
•
•

Gaps in uplink checks; processes “outside” the system
Aversion to flexible, conditional behavior; the unexpected
is unwelcome
Fundamental inconsistencies between sequencing and
fault protection
Only limited active constraint enforcement
Virtually no preemptive resource protection

• Cost of development and operations
•
•
•

Only ad hoc reuse on flight side; no explicit provisions for
reuse
Highly fragmented on ground side with redundancy, gaps,
and inefficient interfaces
Cost is controlled largely by reducing capability

• Underutilization of flight resources
•
•
•

Need to plan for worst case
Great periods of idleness while waiting for detailed ground
instruction
Strained ability to respond with agility to observations

• Overtaxed engineering staff
•
•
•
•
•

Shorter development schedules
More projects in parallel
Preoccupied with mundane tasks or revisiting old territory
Constraints on creativity and innovation
Reduces focus on issues related to capability and risk

• Obstacles to the infusion of new technology
•
•
•
•

No stable, sustainable core flight infrastructure from
project to project
Only ad hoc “architectures”, not tailored for infusion
Piecemeal, inconsistent, lurching, often stumbling path to
incorporating new technology
Tendency to focus on tools instead of technology

• Looming prospect of missions we can’t fly
•
•

Too complex or remote to operate with ground in the loop
Need to be very responsive (e.g., astronaut's assistant)
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Key Elements of the Approach
Principled
Architecture

Software
Frameworks

Flexible
Reusable
Reliable
Expandable

Unified across…
Flight, ground & test
Development & operations
Science and engineering
Disciplines (or subsystems)
Projects

Processes &
Methodology

Systems engineering
S/W development
Workflow, CM, etc.
V&V
Operations
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In a Nutshell
Principles

• Structure and rules guide development

elicit

Architecture
guides

Systems
Engineering
shapes

Software
Framework
adapts

• Principles elicit architecture

defines
reqmts

Implementation

• Systems engineering guided by architecture
• Prompts complete and principled analysis
• Defines the structure and composition of requirements

• Software framework embodies architecture
• Manifest concepts as component classes
• Facilitates design and enforces adherence

• Implementation adapts framework

• Direct mapping of requirements via architecture
• Objective verifiability aided by explicit, regular structure

• Processes exploit same regular structure
• End-to-end coherence and traceability of artifacts

• Feed forward to future projects
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General Architecture Principles
• Common problems deserve common
solutions
•

Construct subsystems from architectural
elements, not the other way around

• Control is the overarching objective
•
•

Every spacecraft function either…
•
•

Needs to be controlled, or…
Affects something that needs to be controlled

To control something, you need to…
•
•

Know what it is doing (the state it is in)
Know how it behaves (a model of its behavior)

• A dynamic point of view is essential
•

•
•

Control is about system changes
•
•

Change from what is to what is intended
Everything we build is designed to effect that
change

State is the expression of change over time
•

To control means to change the state to meet our
intent

Intent is expressed as constraints on state
history
•

State either changes as desired or it doesn’t

• A unified approach to managing
interactions is essential
•
•

Generic mechanisms provide flexibility and
assure coverage
Make overt use of models wherever practical

• The System includes everything we care
about
•
•

The things we want to change, plus all the things that can
substantially affect them, directly or indirectly
The functions responsible for that change

• Close the loop
•
•

Apply the information available to assure appropriate
action
Don’t wait for problems that can be anticipated

• Coherent, objective state knowledge is
essential to intelligent control
•
•
•
•

This is knowledge by the control system of the system
under control
All state knowledge resolved into a single point of view
(I.e., potential conflicts are avoided by reconciling all
redundancy)
Honest and open about residual uncertainty
Assessment not corrupted by intent (I.e., not biased by
what you expect to see)

• Action should be driven by only state
knowledge and intent over time
•
•

No other information is relevant
Temptation to do otherwise should raise alarms

•
•
•

Applies to both software and people
Consistency among models is important
Avoid hidden assumptions

• Good reasoning requires good models
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From Design Principles to Architecture
Explicit state
variables
System operation via
overt, objective
statements of intent

Mission Planning & Execution
Control
Goals

Knowledge
Goals

Clear delineation
between control
system and system
under control

State
Knowledge

State
Functions

State
Values

Models
State
Control

State
Estimation
System
Under
Control

Commands

Measurements
& Commands
Sense

Hardware
Adapter

Act

Separation of estimation from control

Models inform
all aspects of
control system
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From Design Principles to Architecture
(more detailed)

• Clear delineation of the control system from
system under control
•

Lack of clear delineation leads to ambiguities and
“strange loops”

• Negotiated control actions
•
•

• Explicit state variables
•
•
•
•
•

At the heart of all functions
Knowledge includes uncertainty
Intent includes range of tolerance
Concrete representation over time
Query tense dependent

• Separation of state determination (estimation)
from state control
•

Knowledge in explicit, time-varying state variables (state
histories)

• Overt, objective statements of intent
•
•

As constraints on state history (goal timelines)
Timelines interconnected at events (time points)

•

One estimator consolidates all information for any given
state variable
All redundant data strictly derivable from estimated state

• “Single-minded” estimation
•

• No use of unvetted raw data in control
decisions
•
•

Measurements contribute only to estimation
Estimation access to intent is only through eavesdropping
on commands to system under control

• Data interpreted in conformance to models
•

Distill state from raw measurements and issue raw
commands conditioned by state (e.g., no “virtual” devices)

Commands issued only by controllers
Indirect control via another state variable (especially
potentially competing actions) is negotiated through the
single controller assigned to that state variable, which
delegates authority

• Scope of goal achievement is confined to
direct state effects
•
•
•
•

Elaborators and achievers limit consideration to “nearest
neighbors” in state effects model
Estimators consider only measurements with direct
information on the estimated state variable
Controllers issue only commands with direct influence on
the controlled state variable
Algorithms are stateless (to the extent practical)

• Careful management of time and its
application
•
•

Data interpretation dependent on temporal relationships
Explicit use of time and time frames

• Data collections are part of the system under
control
•

Managed like other system state

• Functions can be put where needed
•
•

Common architecture across deployments
Migration between ground and flight supported

• Flexible interfaces accommodate technology
evolution
•
•

Generic interface methods
Model hidden behind procedural interfaces
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MDS Products
• State Analysis methods & tools
• Core flight, ground, and
simulation frameworks

• Software engineering
processes

• Demonstration adaptations

Not just an assortment of things
glued together

Well integrated
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State Analysis is…
• A uniform, methodical, and rigorous approach for…
• Discovering, characterizing, representing, and documenting
the states of a system (State Discovery)
• Modeling the behavior of states and relationships among them,
including information about hardware interfaces and operation (State
Effects Models, Command Models, Measurement Models)
• Capturing the mission objectives in detailed scenarios motivated by
operator intent (Goal & Activity Dictionaries)
• Keeping track of system constraints and operating rules (Goal
Elaborations), and
• Describing the methods by which objectives will be achieved (Estimator
& Controller Algorithms, MPE Methods)

• For each of these design aspects, the MDS architecture
provides the underlying structure
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State Analysis
Model
Model the
the
system
system under
under control
control

Requirements
Requirements
on
on software:
software:
•• DMDT
DMDT
•• Hardware
Hardware
adapters
adapters

Communication
Communication
&
& computing
computing
resources
resources

Deployment
Deployment
structure:
structure:
••
••
••

components
components
interconnections
interconnections
real-time
real-time
scheduling
scheduling

Define
Define required
required
capabilities
capabilities

Requirements
Requirements
on
on system
system
hardware:
hardware:

•• Goal
Goal definitions
definitions
•• Scenarios
Scenarios as
as goal
goal
nets
nets

••
••
••

Allocate
Allocate among
among
deployments
deployments

••

Planning
Planning elements:
elements:

Component
Component specification
specification

••
••
••

scenarios
scenarios
goal
goal elaboration
elaboration
plan
projection
plan projection

•• algorithms
algorithms // simulations
simulations
•• execution
rules
execution rules

Software
Software design:
design:
•• framework
framework adaptation
adaptation

••
••

properties
properties
behavior
behavior
resource
resource
usage
usage
h/w-s/w
h/w-s/w
interfaces
interfaces
performance
performance
failure
failure modes
modes

Definition
Definition of
of the
the
assumed
assumed
operational
operational
environment
environment
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State Analysis Products
• Methodology

• Complete requirements for
mission-adapted core* software
(structure, data representation,
algorithm design, execution
control, etc.)
• Flight, ground, and simulation
s/w
• Hardware assumptions (req’ts?)
• H/w-S/w ICD
• Failure modes and effects
• Resource usage
• Performance and operational
regimes
• Test cases
• Ops scenario fragments and
sequencing rules
• Plan projection models
• Flight rules and constraints

• Database tool

• Formalization and rule checking
• Collaborative, cross-platform
design
• Archiving
• Security
• Configuration management
• Document generation
(dictionaries, functional
descriptions, etc.)
• Code generation (eventually)
• Linkage to MBE (eventually)

* Excludes peripheral ground tools/frameworks or infrastructure
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Core Software Framework Products
• State architecture
•
•
•

• Software infrastructure

Embodies our systems engineering principles
State variables, estimators, controllers,
hardware adapters, goals, goals nets, timelines,
and so on
All the structure that goes along with them

• Component architecture
•
•
•

Supports “architecture hoisting”
Manifests state architecture
Explicit management of structure, interfaces,
communication, threads of execution, etc.

• System sequencing
•
•
•
•

Flexible or enforced timing
Self-monitoring
Flight rule enforcement
Look-ahead resource management

• Goal-based planning & scheduling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ground and/or flight-based (ops choice)
Full flight rule and constraint conformance
Supports bonus activities
Supports conditional sequencing
Safing with optional plan auto-repair
Critical sequences
Operations and development tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initialization and finalization
OS isolation middleware
Filterable assertion mechanism
Event logging
Test control
Name services
Flexible real time execution
Dynamic reconfiguration (if needed)

• Time
•
•

Tagging, calculation, etc.
Automatic frame conversion

• Data management and transport
•
•
•
•
•

Value history containers
Storage, cataloging, etc.
Transport proxies
Flexible serialization
Management policies

• Special
•
•
•
•

Coordinate frames & 6-dof kinematics
No overhead physical units
Extended Kalman filters
Full math (including Nav’ Monte library)

Layered — Extensible — Evolvable
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Demonstration Adaptations
• “EDL Rock”

• Early, passive version to develop
basics

• FIDO rover

• Early, simple mobility version to
develop basics

• Rocky 7 rover

• Driving in Mars Yard with hazard
avoidance
• Uplink and downlink
• Integrated simulation environment

•State Analysis

• Rocky 8 rover

• Migration of Rocky 7 software to a
new platform, plus…
• Ground planning system with
resource management
• Planning and scheduling tools for
development and operations

• EDL demo for MSL

• More flight-like effort this year of the
segment from ‘chute release to
hover
• Largely to gather development
metrics
• Not finished due to MSL decision

•Used in all efforts so far
•State database used by MSL EDL demo

EDL Prototype
Description
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EDL Prototype Scope
• State Discovery (State Effects Diagram generation) for full EDL
scenario – initial broad analysis for use in scaling/costing

• Demonstrate “end-to-end” systems engineering & software
development process on a focused subset (Powered Descent stage):
•
•
•
•
•

State analysis (including test case specification)
Algorithms/code development
MDS adaptation and flight/simulation/ground code development
Testing against simulation
Requirements-based verification

• Same approach for prototype development as for mission
development
•
•
•

Sufficient depth with realistic scope
Adopt iterative development approach
Originally scheduled through FY05, with intermediate delivery of products at end
of FY04 (including metrics for use in costing)
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State Discovery for “Full” EDL
• Produced a detailed Reference Spacecraft and Scenario Specification
• Completed initial State Discovery process

• currently ~350 SVs listed in database (~700 with repeated patterns)
• ~70% of full EDL scope complete, so projecting to ~1000 SVs

• Intended to continue through FY04 & FY05 as a background task,
however, resources were not available to complete this activity
Entry Interface

Flight Path Angle

Mach

Velocity

Altitude AGL

M = 2.2

V = 491 m/s

γ = -15.0 deg

h = 8.0 km

M = 0.8

V = 179 m/s

γ = -31.3 deg

h = 5.7 km

r = 3522.2 km
*L/D = 0.18
*Hypersonic Aeromaneuver Guidance

Deploy Supersonic Chute

Jettison Heatshield, Activate Radar, and Deploy Mobility

Sense Velocity with Radar

h = 2.0 km

Jettison Chute and Backshell,
Begin Powered Descent

γ = -89.7 deg

Vv = 95 m/s, VH = 30 m/s

Begin Sky Crane Maneuver

h = 1.0 km

Vv = 3 m/s, VH = 0 m/s

h = 28 m

48.6 s

Flyaway
Rover
Touchdown

71 s

Vv = 0.75 m/s, VH = 0 m/s

33.3 s

Timeline:
E+0s

2500 m above MOLA areoid
233.0 s

255.4 s

304.0 s

323 s

337.3 s

h=0m
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Simple Example
Standard Questions:
What do you want to achieve?
Move rover to rock
What’s the state to be controlled?
Rover position relative to rock
What evidence is there for that state?
IMU, wheel rotations,
sun sensor, stereo camera

Common Elements:
m

?

Goal

m

Where is sun relative to horizon?
…

m

?

m

State Variable

?

?

m

Measurements

m

?

What does the stereo camera measure?
Distance to terrain features,
Measurement
light level, camera power
Model
(ON/OFF), camera health
How do you raise the light level?
Wait until the sun is up

?

m

m
?
m

?
m

m

?
?

State Effects Model

m

Etc.

?

m
?
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State Effects Diagrams from State Discovery
• Descent Stage Inertial Measurements
• Powered Descent Dynamics
• Propulsion Subsystem – Propellant
• Propulsion Subsystem – PRTs & Heaters
• RCS Subsystem
• Power Subsystem – CEDL Controller
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Descent State Inertial Measurements
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Powered Descent Dynamics
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Propulsion Subsystem (full)
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Propulsion Subsystem – Propellant
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Propulsion Subsystem – PRTs & Heaters
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RCS Subsystem

Mission Data System

Power Subsystem – CEDL Controller (Full)

Power Subsystem – CEDL Controller
(subset)
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Powered Descent Storyboard
for Detailed State Analysis
Velocity

Mach

Entry Interface
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Flight Path Angle

Altitude AGL

r = 3522.2 km
*L/D = 0.18
*Hypersonic Aeromaneuver Guidance

Deploy Supersonic Chute

M = 2.2

M = 0.8

Jettison Heatshield, Activate Radar, and Deploy Mobility

V = 491 m/s

γ = -15.0 deg

V = 179 m/s

γ = -31.3 deg

h = 8.0 km

h = 5.7 km

Powered Descent Phase
Sense Velocity with Radar

h = 2.0 km

Jettison Chute and Backshell,
Begin Powered Descent

Vv = 95 m/s, VH = 30 m/s

γ = -89.7 deg

Vv = 3 m/s, VH = 0 m/s

Begin Sky Crane Maneuver

48.6 s

h = 28 m

Flyaway
Rover
Touchdown

71 s

Vv = 0.75 m/s, VH = 0 m/s

h=0m

33.3 s

2500 m above MOLA areoid

Timeline:
E+0s
233.0 s

255.4 s

h = 1.0 km

304.0 s

323 s

337.3 s
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State Effects Diagram (Increments 1-3)
D.S. IMU
Reset Cmd

D.S. IMU
Power Switch
Cmd

IMU Bias,
Scale Factor
& Misalignment

D.S. IMU
Msmnt

Descent Engine N
Thrust Fraction
Cmd

D.S. IMU
Power Switch
State & Health

Mars
Atmosphere
Descent Engine
Locations
GSV8

Descent
Engine N
Thrust Level

Gravity is not modeled as an
explicit state, rather, it’s a state
effect from IMU frame wrt
MCMF (IMU Location GSV,
Descent Stage P&A GSV, and
Mars Rotation GSV).

IMU Location
GSV6

D.S. IMU
Power Switch
State Msmnt

D.S. IMU Power,
OpMode & Health

IMU
Measurement
needs IMU
frame wrt MCI
frame

Legend:
Incr. 1
Incr. 2
Incr. 3

Mars Landing
Target
GSV4
Descent Stage
Position and
Attitude GSV1

D.S. Mass and
Inertia Properties

Mars Rotation
GSV2

Altimeter
Location
GSV7

D.S.
Altimeter
Msmnt
Altimeter Measurement needs
Altimeter frame wrt SUV frame
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System Architecture Overview
Mission Planning & Execution
Knowledge
Goals

Fault Injection

External
Dynamics
Simulation
DSENDS

Model Bridge
SimMeasurements
SimCommands
Clock ticks

MDS Simulation
Deployment
Flight-Sim
Bridge

• Device Adapters
• SimDevices
• Sim SVs

Measurements

Control
Goals

State
Knowledge
State
Functions

Models

State
Values

State
Control

State
Estimation

Commands

Measurements
& Commands
Sense

Hardware
Adapter

Act

Commands

Report
Telemetry

Flight Deployment
Ground Truth

• Goal Elaboration*
• Goal Net Scheduling*
• Goal Net Execution

• Visualization
• Query Response

Uplink
• Goal & Activity Elaborations
• Goal Net to be Executed

Downlink Telemetry
Ground Deployment
• Proxy SVs
• Query Server & GUI

• Proxy State Estimates
• Commands, Measurements
• Execution Status (ELF Logs)

* This is NOT the approach we
would take for full-up EDL.
No onboard elaboration and
scheduling for critical sequences.

All deployments
currently running
on a single Linux
Workstation
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From Analysis to Software Deployments
Software
deployments

Systems engineers apply
state analysis process using
state database tool

Software engineers build the
system by adapting
framework software

• MDS framework software:
• provides building blocks for adapters
• is designed for reuse
• is organized into “packages”

• Each package consists of closely related classes and
interfaces, plus documentation
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MDS Framework Packages
Application Services
Level 5

State Services
Level 4

Complex Services
Level 3

Simple Services
Level 2

Primitive Services
Level 1

OS Services
Level 0

Goal Elaboration
Language

State Knowledge
-state variable
-state value

Components &
Connectors

State
Query

Data
Visualization

Goal Achiever:
-estimator, controller
-Measurement, command
Value History
-sampled history
-time-interval history

Embedded web
Server & client

Event Log
Facility

Initialization &
Finalization

Data
Serialization

Exception
Classes

Standard
Utility classes

Sequential
Estimation

Graph
Library

C++ Standard
Library

Unit Testing

Naming
Services

Simulation

Goal
Network

Component
Scheduler

Hardware
Adapter

Graph State
Variable

Data Catalog
-data product
-collection, entry, event

Data Transport
-sender, receiver
-session, request

Data Mgmt
Policy

CCSDS File
Delivery Protocol

Time
Mgmt

Physics Library:
-SI Units
-Coordinate systems
-Position, velocity &
acceleration

Adaptive Communication
Environment

Layered — Extensible — Evolvable

Math Library
-Linear algebra
-Probability dist.
-Polynomials
-6-DOF classes

Real Time
Operating System
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Flight Deployment (Increment 1)
• Interfaces with simulated devices (functional simulations)
• Monitoring of nominal IMU & Power Switch behavior
• Diagnosed a suite of recoverable and non-recoverable fault behaviors
• IMU stuck initializing or returning bad data
• Power Switch tripped-open

• Automated recovery algorithms
• Increment 1B: allow persistence of effort in presence of goal failure
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Flight Deployment (Increment 2)
• Built off Increment 1
• Integration of MSL EDL Nav
Filter
• MDS reimplementation based
on algorithm spec provided by
GN&C (Burkhart)
• Dead-reckoning propagation of
IMU data, with updates from
Altimeter (no Velocimeter)
• Leverage GREASE
frameworks built into MDS
• Leverage MDS Graph State
Variable frameworks for
relative state & coordinate
frame management
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Flight Deployment (Increment 3)

• Built off Increment 2
• Implementation of simple controller
provided by Balaram, provides
acceleration vector to Sim deployment
• Attitude control handled by DSENDS
• Originally considered “black-box”
integration of MSL Powered Descent
Controller from GN&C (Singh), but
delivery timing precluded it
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Sim Deployment
FLIGHT

SIM
RWP

thruster
device
adapter

to hardware
adapters

DS IMU
device
adapter

access
transactions
flight
slave
bridge

sim
master
bridge

EWS

parameters

SimCommand
(fault injection)

DS IMU
sim
device

SimCommand
SimData

DSENDS
DS IMU
SV

SimCommand
UpdateState
DS IMU
switch
sim
device

SimCommand
SimData

UpdateState
QueryState

HwMeasurement
altimeter
device
adapter

SimCommand

QueryState

HwCommand
HwMeasurement
DS IMU
switch
device
adapter

***CAUTION***The DSENDS state variables aren’t really
state. They are an intermediate measurement that
needs further processing. The Sim architecture doesn’t
really have a well defined place to put that.

SimData

altimeter
sim
device

DS IMU
switch
opmode
& health SV

UpdateState
QueryState

DSENDS
model
bridge

DSENDS
altimeter
SV

DSENDS

QueryState

QueryState
DS IMU
power,
opmode,
& health SV

DSENDS
ground
truth SVs

DS IMU
scale factor
SV

GROUND
GetData
query
client

EDL Prototype
Demonstration
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Increment 3 Top-level Goal Network

PC

Estimating
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude with respect to MCI is
transitioning to Known with
powered descent quality

Rel RoverAlt Reached

Est_SCQ

[0, 5 sec]
Preparing

SC Alt Reached

Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude with respect to MCI
Frame is Known with powered
descent quality

Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude with respect to MCI is
transitioning to Known with
skycrane phase quality

Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude with respect to MCI
Frame is Known with skycrane
phase quality

EDL System DGSV1:
Descent Stage altitude to Landing
Target frame is less than or equal
to [Height = 100 meters]
PC

Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Following PD profile quidance

EDL System DGSV1:
Descent Stage altitude to Landing
Target frame is less than or equal
to [Height = 5 meters]

[10 sec, +∞ )
EDL System DGSV1:
Delivering Descent Stage wrt
Landing Target frame to Skycrane phase
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Delivering Descent Stage wrt
MCI frame to Sky-crane phase
Descent Engine N Thrust Level SV:
Engine thrust level control is delegated
[to thrust between 400N and 3000N to
DS Position and Attitude]

Example activity
elaboration

Descent Engine N Thrust Level :
Descent Engine thrust level is Known
Mars Rotation GSV2:
MCI Frame with respect to
MCMF Frame is Unconstrained
Mars Landing Target GSV4:
MCMF Frame wrt LT Frame
Relationship is constant

This subnet requires minimal
additional elaboration, only the
goals on IMU Power OpMode &
Health SV need elaboration.

Mars Rotation GSV2:
MCI Frame with respect to
MCMF Frame is Known

Mars Landing Target GSV4:
MCMF Frame with respect to LT
Frame is Known

[0, 6 sec]

Descent Stage Position and
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude GSV1:
Attitude GSV1:
Descent Stage Position and
Descent Stage Position and
Attitude with respect to MCI is
Attitude with respect to MCI
transitioning to Known with
Frame is Known with powered
powered descent quality
descent quality
Mars Rotation GSV2:
MCI Frame with respect to
MCMF Frame is Known

EDL System DGSV1:
Descent Stage wrt Landing
Target frame is Known to
powered descent quality

Mars Landing Target GSV4:
MCMF Frame with respect to LT
Frame is Known

IMU Bias, SF and
Misalignments SV:
IMU Bias, SF and misalignments
is Known

D.S. IMU Power State, OpMode &
Health SV:
D.S. IMU State is transitioning to and
maintaining Known and (Probably)
Healthy

D.S. IMU Power State, OpMode &
Health SV:
D.S. IMU state is transitioning to
and maintaining
Known & Measuring

IMU Location GSV6:
IMU Frame with respect to DS
Frame is Known

Altimeter Loacation GSV7:
Altimeter Frame with respect to
DS Frame is Known

Descent Engine Loacations GSV8:
Descent Engine locations are Known

D.S. Mass and Inertia Properties SV:
Mass & Inertia Properties are Known

Descent Engine N Thrust Level SV:
Unconstrained

MissionPCData System
EDL System DGSV1:
Descent Stage altitude to Landing
Target frame is less than or equal
to [Height = 28 meters]
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Overview of Demo
• MDS Automated Test Harness starts system:
DirectoryServer, Flight, Sim, Ground, Dsends,
QueryManager deployments/applications
• Dsends graphics displays pop up
• QueryManager app pops up

• Using QueryManager app, operator starts real-time
query of position and attitude state, and real-time Elf
telemetry window for viewing goalnet events

• Test Harness sends goalnet (GEL file) to Ground, and
issues command to run Component scheduler (time
starts ticking). Then system does:
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Demo Run Timeline
TIME

EVENT

MANIFESTATION

0 sec

Start of simulation, Descent Stage on parachute

Post-run plots

1 sec

Goal Dictionary, Subnet Dictionary, and Goalnet transported to
Flight deployment

Internal log

7 sec

Flight deployment ingests goal dictionaries, begins elaboration
and scheduling

Messages in realtime Elf window

14 sec

Network execution begins, first Timepoints fire; Nav Filter
initialized, starts processing IMU & Altimeter data

Elf message

38.2 sec

Dsends jettisons parachute; begin short free-fall

Post-run plots

39.1 sec

~950m altitude: MDS Descent Stage Position Controller
begins controlling descent, Dsends controlling attitude

Elf message

57.1 sec

~100m altitude: Timepoint
SKYCRANE_ALTITUDE_REACHED fires

Elf message

60.8

~28m altitude: Controller transitions out of controlling mode,
Descent Stage begins slowly descending (constant thrust,
slightly below Mars Gravity)

Elf message

69.1

~5m altitude: Timepoint
RELEASE_ROVER_ALTITUDE_REACHED fires

Elf message

70.1

Timepoint ALL_DONE fires

Elf message
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Comparison of Estimated to Sim “Truth” Descent
Stage 3-axis Position in MCI Coordinates
HSS+00:14.1
Nav. Filter Start

HSS+00:38.2
Parachute Jettison

HSS+00:39.1
Start of Powered
Descent
950 m above surface

HSS+01:00.8
End of Powered Descent
28 m above surface
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Comparison of Estimated to Sim “Truth” DS
Position (magnitude) in MCI Coordinates
HSS+00:14.1
Nav. Filter Start

HSS+00:38.2
Parachute Jettison

HSS+00:39.1
Start of Powered Descent
950 m above surface

HSS+01:00.8
End of Powered Descent
28 m above surface
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Comparison of Estimated to Sim “Truth” DS
Velocity (magnitude) in MCI Coordinates
HSS+00:38.2
Parachute Jettison
HSS+00:39.1
Start of Powered
Descent
950 m above surface
HSS+00:14.1
Nav. Filter Start

HSS+01:00.8
End of Powered Descent
28 m above surface
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Comparison of Estimated to Sim “Truth” DS
Attitude with respect to MCI Frame
HSS+00:14.1
Nav. Filter Start

HSS+00:38.2
Parachute Jettison

HSS+00:39.1
Start of Powered
Descent
950 m above surface

HSS+01:00.8
End of Powered Descent
28 m above surface

Comparison of Estimated to Sim “Truth”
Descent Stage Altitude

HSS+00:38.2
Parachute Jettison

HSS+00:39.1
Start of Powered
Descent
950 m above surface

HSS+00:14.1
Nav. Filter Start

HSS+01:00.8
End of Powered Descent
28 m above surface
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Status & Discussion

Mission Data System

Mission Data System

Status
• Concepts are mature; execution catching up
• Project initiated in April 1998

• Mars Program absorbed MDS

• Sponsor focused MDS development on Mars ’09 Rover Mission
• Baselined in 2002
• Mission descoped to MER heritage in August 2004

• Core team maintained on institutional, ESMD and other
funds
•
•
•
•

Streamline and productize frameworks
Mature State Analysis database tool
Refine State Analysis training material
Develop formal Architecture Specification for System Engineering
Methodology and Software Framework

Backup Slides
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State Database – Record Editor

…
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State Database – Record Editor
Choose between records defining State
Variables, Commands, Measurements,
Estimators, Controllers, Hardware
Adapters, etc - and all associated models.
Fields providing hooks into the software,
for potential use in auto-code generation.

Description fields, for documenting each
record, and capturing assumptions made
in the model.

Models can be captured as textual descriptions,
mathematical equations, StateCharts, or any
other convenient representation.

…

Additional fields for specifying links to
other database records (e.g., for a SV
Instance, there are records linking to the
affecting states, affected states, and
associated achievers).
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State Database – Diagram Editor

Mission Data System

State Database – Diagram Editor
Choose between diagrams of various types
(currently supports state effects diagrams).

Build up diagram from SV instances in
database. SV instance record can be
accessed by double-clicking on the
corresponding circle in the diagram.

Effect arrows are automatically drawn for
state effects defined in the Record Editor;
state effects can also be added to the
records by drawing them in the Diagram
Editor.

